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Cellular Therapies: STEP CHANGE



First transplantation of a tissue-engineered trachea

In 2008, the first transplantation of a tissue-engineered trachea in a human being was done to 
replace an end-staged left main bronchus with malacia in a 30-year-old woman.

Method:
-Decellularization of a human donor trachea

-Collonization with epithelial cells and 
mesenchymal stem-cell-derived chondrocytes 
cultured from cells taken from the recipient 
using a bioreactor platform

-The graft was used to replace the recipient’s 
left main bronchus. 

Macchiarini et al. Clinical transplantation of a tissue-
engineered airway, Lancet, 2008.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A nice illustrative video at:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a4klgsnFtsc



First transplantation of a tissue-engineered trachea

The graft immediately provided the recipient with a 
functional airway, improved her quality of life, and had a 
normal appearance and mechanical properties at 4 months. 
The patient had no anti-donor antibodies and was not on 
immunosuppressive drugs.

Before 
transplantation

1 month after

5 years after

By 12 months after transplantation, the tissue-engineered 
trachea itself remained: 
- open over its entire length
- well vascularised
- completely re-cellularised with respiratory epithelium
- normal ciliary function and mucus clearance. 
Lung function and cough reflex were normal. 
No stem-cell-related teratoma formed and no anti-donor 
antibodies developed. 

Outcome:

Macchiarini et al. 
Clinical transplantation 
of a tissue-engineered 
airway, Lancet, 2008.

Gonfiotti et al. The first 
tissue-engineered 
airway transplantation: 
5-year follow-up results, 
Lancet, 2014.



Stem cell therapies: Dangers

Stem cell therapies hold hope in organ failure 
and other medical emergencies
But should not be introduced without careful 
uses of quality and efficacy considerations 



What Are Stem Cells?
 Stem cells are the raw 
material from which all 
of the body’s mature, 
differentiated cells are 
made.  Stem cells give 
rise to brain cells, nerve 
cells, heart cells, 
pancreatic cells, etc.



Proliferation

Two identical daughters Self-renewal Differentiate

Somatic Cell Stem Cell



Kinds of Stem Cells
Stem cell type Description Examples

Totipotent Each cell can develop into a 
new individual

Cells from early (1-3 
days) embryos

Pluripotent Cells can form any (over 200) 
cell types

Some cells of 
blastocyst (5 to 14 
days)

Multipotent Cells differentiated, but can 
form a number of other 
tissues

Fetal tissue, cord 
blood, and adult stem 
cells

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stem cells can be classified into three broad categories, based on their ability to differentiate. Totipotent stem cells are found only in early embryos. Each cell can form a complete organism (e.g., identical twins). Pluripotent stem cells exist in the undifferentiated inner cell mass of the blastocyst and can form any of the over 200 different cell types found in the body. Multipotent stem cells are derived from fetal tissue, cord blood and adult stem cells. Although their ability to differentiate is more limited than pluripotent stem cells, they already have a track record of success in cell-based therapies. Here is a current list of the sources of stem cells:Embryonic stem cells - are harvested from the inner cell mass of the blastocyst seven to ten days after fertilization.Fetal stem cells - are taken from the germline tissues that will make up the gonads of aborted fetuses.Umbilical cord stem cells - Umbilical cord blood contains stem cells similar to those found in bone marrow.Placenta derived stem cells - up to ten times as many stem cells can be harvested from a placenta as from cord blood.Adult stem cells - Many adult tissues contain stem cells that can be isolated.



Properties of hPSCs in Culture 

• Pluripotent – able to form any of ~200 different types of cells of 
the body

• Self-renewing in vitro – can propagate or proliferate indefinitely 
in the undifferentiated state

• Express the enzyme telomerase (required to maintain the ends 
of chromosomes) and Oct4 (a master regulator of ESC 
pluripotency) with Nanog and SOX2 expression.

• Maintain normal chromosome structure and complement even 
after long period in culture (unlike many other tissue cell lines)



Cell-Based Medical Technologies



Cell-Based Medical Technologies (continued)



CTPs for clinical application typically require several of the following steps:
• Acquisition or generation of the starting cell type
• Cultivation
• Modification
• Harvest
• Concentration
• Purification
• Formulation, fill and finish (preparing the CTP at the correct concentration and composition, 

dispensing into the final product ‘container, and any post-fill processing)
• Storage
• Shipping of the product

Although these processes are similar to those used to produce therapeutic proteins 
from mammalian cells, CTP manufacturing is considerably more challenging 
because of the much greater complexity of live cell products, incomplete 
understanding of their mechanisms of action, difficulties in product characterization 
and variability of starting materials

Cell Therapy Product (CTP) Requirements



Quality by Design (QbD) Terminology



The QbD Process in CTP



Modular Bioreactor Design in QbD



CTP Production Requirements



Types of hPSCs:
1) Human embryonic stem cells (hESCs)



‘Scientists get stem cells from human 
blastocycts’

8-cell blastocystfertilised 
egg 2-cellegg

Day 0 Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 6

• Derived from donated IVF embryos 
Inner cell mass
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How Many Human Embryonic Stem 
Cell Lines are There?

 The actual number of human 
embryonic stem cell lines is a matter 
of some debate. 

 To date, more than 100 human 
embryonic stem cell lines have been 
derived worldwide. 

 However, most of those lines are not 
adequately characterized yet. 

 Only 22 cell lines are eligible for 
federal funding in the USA.



Claims against ESC

Difficult to establish and maintain *
Difficulty in obtaining pure cultures from dish*
Potential for tumor formation
Questions regarding functional differentiation
Immune rejection
Genome instability
Few & modest results in animals, no clinical 

treatments
Ethically contentious

* = same problem 
with ASC



Types of hPSCs:
2) Human induced pluripotent 

stem cells (hIPSCs)



Embryo/                                            
ES Cells

Mature differentiated Cells/                        
Tissues

Somatic Cells/                        
Somatic Stem Cells (SSC)

Embryonic Development



How do get pluripotent cells?

Embryo/                                            
ES Cells

Reprogramming
Mature differentiated Cells/                        

Tissues

Somatic Cells/                        
Somatic Stem Cells

Embryonic Development



‘Scientists Turn Human Skin Cells into 
Stem Cells’



Selected 24 candidates, combination of 19 each time short list of 10 factors, combination of 3 and 4

Found as best combination OCT4, SOX2, KLF4 and c-MYC (Cells were isolated by antibiotic selection
of Fbx15+ cells)

Which Factors?

Takahashi K. et al. Cell 2006;126:663-676

IPs were generated by Yamanaka's team used genes that had been identified from microarray data
comparing undifferentiated ESC vs early differentiated ESC and used retroviruses to transduce
mouse fibroblasts with a selection of those genes.



Takahashi K. et al. Cell 2006;126:663-676

However, initially iPS cells showed:

• DNA methylation errors compared
to original patterns in ESC lines

• Bisulfite sequencing of the
promoter regions of Oct3/4, Nanog,
and Fbx15 in iPS indicate
methylated CpGs and partial
reprogramming

• Failed to produce viable chimeras if
injected into developing embryos



iPSSomatic
Cell

7 14 21

Days after the infection 

Viral Expression

Somatic Genes 

Alkaline Phosphatase
Methilation

• Reprogramming involved genetic changes and at the same time required epigenetic modifications

“Yamanaka Cocktail” 

•Oct3/4

•Sox2

•Klf4

•c-Myc

Tert / ESC methylation

Oct4 / Nanog

SSEA-1

iPS Results and Mechanism



• derived from adult cells in 
2007 - very recent 
discovery!

• can be grown indefinitely in 
culture in an 
undifferentiated state

• similar properties to 
embryonic stem cells as 
can differentiate into many 
different tissue types 

• can create stem cells 
directly from a patient for 
research

hIPSCs Derivation and Comparison

Induced change in gene expression

iPS Cells

Techniques to compare and assess equivalence of ESCs and iPSCs
Assessment Test

DNA Methylome Bisulfite sequencing
Transcriptome Microarray

Proteome Protein array or 2D gel
Histon code ChIP on ship

Development potential Teratoma formation in vitro
differentiation

KH Narsinh et al. Mol Ther. 2011;19(4):635-8 



Mesenchymal Stem Cell (MSC) Discovery



hMSCs are a heterogeneous population of cells with several applications in 
regenerative medicine

MSC Properties



MSC Origin

Uccelli et al. Nat Rev Immunol, 2008



MSC Sources
• Virtually reside in almost all human tissues

Hass et al. Cell Commun Sign, 2011



MSC Sources (continued)

da Silva et al. J Cell Sci, 2006
Young et al., Anat Rec, 2001

Pittenger et al. Science, 1999
Fraser et al. Trends Biotechnol, 2006

Source Frequency Proliferation 
potential

Differentiation 
potential

Clinical 
application

Bone Marrow 5 per million MNCs + ++ Yes

Adipose tissue 5000 cells/gr of tissue ++ ++ Yes

Wharton’s Jelly - ++ + Yes

Cord blood 0.5-3 per million MNCs +++ ++ Yes

Peripheral blood NA NA ++ Yes

Placenta NA NA ++ No

Periosteum NA NA ++ Yes

Skin NA NA ++ No



MSC Characterization

ISCT characterization 
criteria

Plastic 
adherence

Surface 
markers

In vitro 
differentiation to 
three lineages

Dominici et al. Cytotherapy, 2006

osteo

adipo

chondro

Are these criteria enough?


Chart1

		





Sheet1

				1st Qtr		2nd Qtr		3rd Qtr		4th Qtr

		East		20.4		27.4		90		20.4

		West		30.6		38.6		34.6		31.6

		North		45.9		46.9		45		43.9







MSC Characterization (continued)

Dominici et al. Cytotherapy, 2006
Kern et al., Stem Cells, 2006

Marker Role ISCT criterion
CD105 SH2, endoglin YES

CD73 SH3, SH4 ecto-5-nucleotidase YES

CD90 Thy1 YES

HLA-ABC MHC class I – CD8+ cell receptor ligand NO

Stro-1 NO

CD44 Hyaluronic acid receptor NO

CD29 integrin β1 NO

CD271 low affinity nerve growth factor receptor NO

N
egative

CD14/CD11b Macrophage markers (LPS receptor/integrin aM chain) YES

CD19/CD79a Lymphocyte markers YES

CD34 Mucosialin (hematopoietic progenitor cell antigen) YES

CD45 Leucocyte common antigen YES

HLA-DR (+/-) MHC class II – CD4+ cell receptor ligand NO

CD133 prominin-1 NO

CD144 vascular endothelial-cadherin NO



MSC Characterization (continued)

Kern S et al. Stem Cells , 2006

Isolation efficiency

BM = 100%
AT = 100%

UCB up to 60%



• Identity of hMSC is typically demonstrated through the presence/absence of cell surface marker proteins. 
Since no specific cell surface markers have been identified to classify hMSC, the International Society of Cell 
Therapy (ISCT) established minimal criteria to characterize these cells through the discrimination of positive 
and negative cluster of differentiation (CD) molecules. 

• hMSC potency greatly depends on their therapeutic use. While for tissue engineering approaches, it should 
be demonstrated the potential of these cells to differentiate into specific cell types, for immunomodulatory 
applications hMSC should show the capacity to produce key bioactive factors such as cytokines, growth 
factors and enzymes, as well as extracellular vesicles (EV) including microvesicles and exosomes –
secretome.

• hMSC’s secretome has been shown to be the principal effector in the therapeutic efficacy of undifferentiated 
hMSC. 

• Regarding purity, since hMSCs are considered drug products (to be delivered directly to patients), it is crucial 
to ensure that they are pure enough to be safe to administer. Impurities include undesirable cell types, 
adventitious agents (e.g. bacterial, fungal and mycoplasma, endotoxin), ancillary materials (e.g. 
supplements from culture medium including FBS) and particulates (e.g. plastic fragments from disposables 
and residual microcarriers).

• Knowing the attributes that are critical to ensure hMSC safety and efficacy — so called the critical quality 
attributes (CQA) — how to measure and control them is essential for developing robust manufacturing 
processes. These are physical, chemical, biological, or microbiological characteristics that should be kept 
within appropriate limits established by the manufacturers and the regulatory agencies (FDA and EMA)

MSC Biomanufacturing (continued)



MSC Biomanufactruing
(continued)



MSC Biomanufacturing





MSC Culture Systems



MSC Culture Systems (continued)



• Limited proliferation capacity of 
MSCs – MAJOR limitation for 
cellular therapies (billions of cells 
needed)

• ESCs & iPSCs – unlimited 
proliferation capacity

• iPSCs can be extensively culture 
expanded and then differentiated 
to MSCs

• iPSCs can be autologous 

iPSC-derived MSCs



Clinical Trials with MSCs

Squillaro T et al. Cell Transplant, 2016



hMSC Clinical Applications



• 14% of clinical studies with MSCs
• MSCs have been initially used in a 

mixture of mononuclear cells 
(BOOST trial, REPAIR-AMI trial etc.)

• Results from such trials prove the 
safety of the therapy but efficacy 
results were not consistent

• Main problems: poorly defined cell 
population, no quality control, 
limited efficiency in cell delivery

• The current trend is that stem cells 
are isolated, purified, expanded and 
differentiated in vivo before 
implanting 

MSC for Cardiovascular Disease



MSC for Cardiovascular Disease (continued)



Improved Tools to define CQA of MSCs



Improved Tools to define CQA of MSCs (continued)



Stem Cell Metabolism



Metabolism & Metabolomics
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• Differences between cellular therapies and medical devices

• QbD in CTPs

• ESCs, iPSCs, MSCs and their characterization & metabolism

• Cell culture (bioreactor) systems used

Summary
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